
Smart-Contract Agreement on Charred Wood

Etherium Contract Address/ Payment Address: 

0x60d1ae0a83de7643a3e1fec91a6385f0db6c07e6

This Smart-Contract Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into between:

Manufacturer:  Leforest OU

Seller:  Leforest OU

Buyers in all jurisdictions

Sales Point:  Paevakoera, Nigula kyla, Laanemaa, Estonia

Product Details:

• Material Product:  Charred Textured Oiled Wood Cladding

• Manufacturing Time:  Up to 3 weeks after contract release

• Price:  25 EURO/M2 (0.013 ETH)

• Minimum Order:  1250 EURO    (0.65 ETH)

Terms and Conditions:

1. Production and Supply Agreement:  The Manufacturer, Leforest OU, agrees to produce 

and supply Charred Wood Cladding to the Seller, Leforest OU, according to the 
specifications mentioned above.

2. Purchase Agreement:  The Seller, Leforest OU, agrees to purchase the Charred Wood 

Cladding from the Manufacturer, Leforest OU, at the rate of 25 EURO per square meter.

3. Minimum Order Requirement:  The minimum order amount is 1250 EURO. The Seller, 

Leforest OU, shall place an order equal to or exceeding this amount.

4. Manufacturing Commencement:  Manufacturing will commence within 3 weeks after the 

contract is released.

5. Additional Responsibilities:  Logistics, banking guarantees, export paper formation, VAT, 

and insurance are not included in the contract and shall be the responsibility of the Seller, 
Leforest OU.

6. Payment Terms:

• 100% of the total order amount shall be paid before the manufacturing process 
begins.

• Payment shall be made under a smart contract with the payment currency being 
EUR-ETH, with the exchange rate determined based on the current market rate at 
the time of payment.



• Any additional fees or charges associated with the payment, including transaction 
fees or currency conversion fees, shall be borne by the Seller, Leforest OU.

7. Dispute Resolution:  The Buyer and Seller, both being Leforest OU, agree to abide by the 

decisions of the local court in case of any disputes arising from this contract.

8. Product Loading:  The product will be loaded once it is ready upon the Seller's release.

Please ensure that both parties, the Manufacturer and the Seller (both being Leforest OU), 
acknowledge and agree to these terms and conditions, including the payment terms, as a part of this 
Smart-Contract Agreement.


